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1. Introduction
Usually, the design of turbine blades for a parallel ow is realised by composing of a set of
planar 2D-blade prole curves in parallel planes (skeleton of the turbine blade). Those curves have
in general a Bezier- or a B-spline representation. Sometimes, only sets of measurement points for
each prole curve are given, in this case the given points must be approximated by Bezier- or
B-spline curves [2,5]. The quality of the approximation can be improved by parameter correction
[5] and the suitable choice of the knots of the knot vector.
For surface representation of the turbine blade, the given prole curves put together, taking me-
chanical or aerodynamical requirements into account [3], should be connected in such a way that the
given prole curves are interpolated and each isoparametric line of the turbine blade surface repre-
sentation (between the given prole curves) is a planar prole curve too and each prole planes are
parallel. Surfaces with a set of parallel planar curves as parametric lines are called lofted surfaces.
Turbine blades in a lofted representation have the advantage that modelling caused by hydraulic or
aerodynamic requirements can be carried out easily, because each prole curve is a planar isopara-
metric curve, whose parametric representation follows from the surface representation by setting a
corresponding constant parameter value. If such a prole curve has to be changed according to
the ow situation, the changed prole curve can be added to the skeleton and a lofted surface
representation of the improved blade can be easily constructed.
If changes of a prole curve on a turbine blade in arbitrary representation must be carried out,
the isoparametric lines are in general not planar curves. In this case, the blade representation must
rst be intersected by the plane of the prole curve with the help of an intersection algorithm and
one gets only points on this prole curve. These points must be approximated by the corresponding
curve representation. To insert the changed prole in the turbine blade representation one has to
sample points on the changed curve again and approximate the whole set of points (given proles
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and changed prole) again. To avoid undesired oscillations on the turbine shape energy restricted
approximation algorithms should be used [1,4].
If turbine blades are developed on the bases of planar prole curves in parallel planes it is assumed
that the turbine works in a parallel ow. The model of a parallel ow is in general a little bit far from
reality: the ow in the turbine is at least cylindrical but in general conical with rotation symmetry
to the axis of the turbine. Therefore, we will extend the lofting process to cylindrical and to conical
isoparametric lines. Thus changes of prole curves by hydraulic or aerodynamic requirements can
be carried out (nearly) as easy as in the case of parallel ow.
2. B-spline curves and surfaces
For curve and surface representation we will use in general rational B-splines (NURBS). A rational
B-spline curve X(t) of order k (degree k − 1) over the knot sequence T = ftig has the parametric
representation
X(t) =
Pn
i=0 wi di Nik(t)Pn
i=0 wi Nik(t)
(1a)
with di as control points, wi as weights and Nik(t) as B-spline basis functions over T: If all wi = 1
we get an integral B-spline curve
X(t) =
nX
i=0
di Nik(t): (1b)
In general, we will use open B-spline curves, thus the knot vector has the shape
T = ft0 = t1 =   = tk−1; tk ; : : : ; tn; tn+1 = tn+2 =   = tn+kg (2)
with (n− k +1) inner knots tk ; : : : ; tn. Fig. 1 contains a prole approximation by two cubic B-spline
curves G1 connected at the leading edge (for suction-side n=8, for pressure-side n=10). Two knots
are chosen in the neighbourhood of the leading edge.
Fig. 1. Prole curve determined by measurement points, it’s B-spline approximation and a zooming of the neighbourhood
of the leading edge (max. approximation error: 0:12 mm =^ 0:1%).
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A tensor product B-spline surface can be generated by moving a curve (1) and transform the
curve during moving with respect to a parameter v: Therefore, the tensor product NURBS surface
has the representation
X(u; v) =
Pn
i=0
Pm
j=0 wij dij Nik(u)Njl(v)Pn
i=0
Pm
j=0 wij Nik(u)Njl(v)
(3a)
or in the integral case (wij = 1)
X(u; v) =
nX
i=0
mX
j=0
dij Nik(u)Njl(v): (3b)
The B-spline basis functions Nik and Njl of order k and l can be dened over knot sequences
analogously to (2). The control points dij determine the control net, the sequences of control points
fdijg in a control net corresponding to a xed i or j will be called threads of the control net.
If we have a B-spline curve=surface with a knot vector without inner knots, then the B-spline
curve=surface reduces to a Bezier curve=surface.
3. Turbine blades with prole curves in parallel planes
If we assume that the turbine works in a parallel ow we have to construct a turbine blade from
given planar prole curves (skeleton) Sq (q=0; : : : ; s) in parallel planes (Fig. 2). The prole curves
may have integral B-spline representations with respect to the parameter u, and the knot vector and
the number of knot intervals may be the same for all prole curves. These prole curves Sq are
the base curves for our surface representation of the turbine blade. The required turbine surface
representation must
() interpolate all the given prole curves,
() have planar isoparametric lines as prole curves.
Arbitrary isoparametric prole curves can be used easily for local improvement of the shape of the
blade, after nishing such an improvement the changed prole curve can be added to the given
skeleton Sq and a new surface representation can be generated with the properties (), () again.
If the given prole curves Sq have the height (in radial direction) hq (q = 0; : : : ; s), we assume
that the interval [h0; hs] determines the actual interval of the knot vector V of the parameter v. If
we start the values of v with v(0) = 0, we get as v parameter for each given prole curve Sq
v(q) = hq − h0:
As we know from Section 2 the corresponding knot vector has (s− k+1) inner knots. If we choose
k=3 (quadratic splines in v-direction) we need s−2 inner knot values. These values can be chosen
suitably, for instance, as mean values of the neighbouring v-parameters. Thus, we have a knot vector
vk(0) = vk(1) = vk(2) = 0;
vk(j + 1) =
v(j) + v(j + 1)
2
(j = 1; : : : ; s− 2);
vk(s+ 1) = vk(s+ 2) = vk(s+ 3) = v(s):
(4)
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Fig. 2. Set of prole curves and the corresponding lofting turbine blade surface.
Another choice of the inner knots could be
vk(j + 1) = (1− j)v(j) + jv(j + 1)
with j 2 [0; 1] as additional design parameters. These parameters can be used for optimization of
the shape of the turbine blade.
We get the surface representation X(u; v) of the turbine blade by interpolating the prole curves
Sq. Each of these curves has the control points diq,
Sq(u) =
nX
i=0
diqNik(u)
(q = 0; : : : ; s). Due to the tensor product structure X interpolates these curves if and only if each
thread of its control points cij (i=0; : : : ; n; j=0; : : : ; s) in v-direction interpolates the corresponding
control points of the prole curves. So we get the (n+ 1) linear equation systems of order (s+ 1),
sX
j=0
cijNj3(v(q)) = diq; q= 0; : : : ; s (5)
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(i= 0; : : : ; n). All these systems have the same matrix, so that they can be solved simultaneously to
reduce computation time.
If a section of the turbine blade between the heights hr and hr+1 or the parameter values v(r) and
v(r+1) should be changed to improve the ow situation we can pick out a medial prole curve S
of this domain by choosing the parameter
v =
v(r) + v(r + 1)
2
:
Using the de Boor algorithm [2,5] with v= v for the threads of the B-spline net
sX
j=0
cijNj3(v) (i = 0; : : : ; n);
one gets the control points of the corresponding prole curve S. Now this prole curve S can be
improved with the help of a ow simulation by changing suitable control points and we get a new
prole S

. S

must be added to the skeleton of the turbine blade between the proles Sr and Sr+1
with the parameter value v. A new knot vector has to be constructed according to (4). Solving the
linear system (5) with s = s + 1 one can determine the improved blade representation. All prole
curves of the (extended) skeleton are interpolated again and the v-isolines are again planar curves
in parallel planes (Fig. 2).
4. Turbine blades with prole curves on concentric cylinders
Now, we assume that the turbine works in a cylindrical ow. In this case the prole curves are no
longer planar but curves on dierent cylinders, whose common axis is the rotation axis of the turbine
(concentric cylinders). We assume the rotation axis to be the z-axis and denote with Cr (r > 0) the
cylinder with radius r around this axis. So each of the given prole curves Sq (q=0; : : : ; s) lies on a
cylinder Crq , and we want to compute a lofted surface X as an interpolation surface of these curves
with the property that each of its v-isolines lies on a cylinder Cr(v).
The condition for a B-spline curve to lie on a cylinder cannot be as simply expressed as conditions
for the control points as the condition to be a planar curve. So we do not assume the skeleton curves
Sq (q=0; : : : ; s) to be given as curves, but as sets of points: for each q the points Ppq (p=0; : : : ; mq)
have to be approximated by a curve Sq on the cylinder Crq . (Of course, it is also possible to compute
Sq as an interpolation curve, but in the design process usually the number of known measurement
points, which shall approximately lie on the curve, is much bigger than the desired number of control
points.)
The main idea is to nd a bijective mapping  1 [6], which maps each cylinder Cr (r > 0) on
a plane Er from a set of parallel planes. With this mapping the given points Ppq are projected on
image points ~Ppq= 1(Ppq). For each q (q=0; : : : ; s) the image points ~Ppq (p=0; : : : ; mq) are lying in
a plane Erq and can be approximated by a planar curve ~Sq in this plane. These curves are images of
curves Sq=  −11 ( ~Sq) on cylinders Crq , which approximate the given points Ppq und form the skeleton
of the turbine blade. The image curves ~Sq can be taken as skeleton of a lofted image surface ~X as
described in the previous section. Its original X =  −11 ( ~X) is the desired lofted surface, because it
contains all curves Sq and is therefore an approximation surface to the given points Ppq, and all its
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Fig. 3. The piled stereographic projection. On the left the construction of two image points within a plane z = const. On
the right four circles on a cylinder Cr and their images, which are lines in the plane Er .
v-isolines are curves on concentric cylinders Cr(v), since they are originals of the planar v-isolines
of ~X in planes Er(v). To ensure that X is a B-spline surface, we claim the inverse projection  −11
to be a rational mapping.
For the mapping  1 we construct a special kind of stereographic projection: each plane z = const
is mapped on itself, and within each of these planes any circle with radius r > 0 around the origin is
projected onto the line x= r by stereographic projection from the point (−r; 0; z)T (see Fig. 3). We
call this projection piled stereographic projection, because usual stereographic projections for each
plane are piled up together. By this mapping any cylinder Cr is projected onto the plane Er: x = r.
The points in the half-plane
H : y = 0; x60
have no images in the ane space under  1, so the domain of  1 has to be restricted to R3nH . As
r > 0, the image space is the half-space R3x>0 of all points with positive x-coordinate.
For numerical reasons, that will be explained later, the given points Ppq should be as closely as
possible to the complementary half-plane y = 0; x> 0 (eventually after a rotation of the coordinate
system around the z-axis).
In cartesian coordinates the projection  1 and its inverse are given by
 1(x; y; z)T =
 q
x2 + y2;
2y
p
x2 + y2
x +
p
x2 + y2
; z
!T
;
 −11 (x; y; z)
T =
 
(4x2 − y2)x
4x2 + y2
;
4x2y
4x2 + y2
; z
!T
:
(6)
 1 is not rational, but we do only need the rationality of the inverse  −11 .
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Now we want to compute the image curve ~Sq for some xed q 2 f0; : : : ; sg. We omit the xed
index q to make the formulas clearer. So the points ~Pp (p=0; : : : ; m) have to be approximated by a
B-spline curve ~S over some knot vector (the knot vector does not depend on q). The control points
to be computed are
di = (xi; yi; zi)T = (r; yi; zi)T
(i=0; : : : ; n). It is xi = r for all i, because ~S is a planar curve in Er, so our image curve ~S is given
as
~S(u) =
nX
i=0
diNik(u)=: (r; y(u); z(u))T:
As for the usual approximation, each point ~Pp is assigned to a parameter value p, so that ~Pp is
approximated by the curve point ~S(p). The approximation error is not the euclidian distance of the
image points from the image curve but the euclidian distance in the original space, so we need to
measure the distance in the image space with the induced metric d1,
d1(x; y) :=d( −11 (x);  
−1
1 (y));
where d is the euclidian metric. We use the least-squares method with respect to this metric, so the
function D2 to be minimized is
D2 =
mX
p=0
d21( ~S(p); ~Pp):
The terms of the induced metric are quite complicated, but they simplify for points within the same
plane Er . To use this simplication and reduce the computation time we assume in the following
that the points Pp are lying exactly on the cylinder Cr, so that the x-coordinate of each image point
is exactly r,
~Pp=: (r; p; p)T
(p = 0; : : : ; m). Due to measurement errors this requirement will not be exactly fullled, but if the
errors are very small, one can ignore the real x-coordinates and compute with some xed value r,
e.g., the average of the x-coordinates of all ~Pp. This means to approximate not the real points ~Pp by
the planar curve ~S but their foot points with respect to the euclidian metric in the image space. If the
errors are too big to be completely neglected, but still suciently small, one can replace the points Pp
by their foot points on the cylinder Cr for some appropriately chosen r with respect to the euclidian
metric in the original space, before computing the image points and doing the approximation.
With our assumption, that we work entirely inside of the plane Er , we can use the abbreviations
fp(y; z) :=d21((r; y; z)
T; ~Pp) =
16r4(y − p)2
(4r2 + y2)(4r2 + 2p)
+ (z − p)2
(p= 0; : : : ; m) and get a simpler expression for D2,
D2 =
mX
p=0
fp(y(p); z(p)):
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This will also simplify the gradient and the Hessian of D2, which will be needed for the Newton
method. They will only consist of the partial derivatives of fp and the inner derivatives of y(p)
and z(p) with respect to di, this is the B-spline function Nik(p) for each i; p.
The minima of D2 are zeros of
F(u) := gradD2(u);
where u is the vector of the unknown control point coordinates,
u := (y0; : : : ; yn; z0; : : : ; zn)T:
The computation of a zero of F is a nonlinear problem, it can be solved by iteration with the Newton
method. A starting value u(0) for the iteration can be found by approximation with respect to the
euclidian metric d: The half-plane x> 0; y = 0 is x under  1, and in the neighbourhood of this
half-plane the distortion caused by  1 or  −11 is relatively small, so the distance of two points in
this region is almost the same as the distance of their originals, d1(x; y)  d(x; y) (this can also be
shown by expanding d1 into its Taylor series). As the distortion is the bigger, the farer the points
are away from the xed half-plane, the coordinate system should be appropriately chosen, so that
all points are as close as possible to this half-plane. \Close" means that the absolute value of the
angle in cylindrical coordinates is small (if the angle is measured in the interval (−=2; =2]), so
the coordinate system can be rotated around the z-axis, so that the maximum angles on both sides
of the xed half-plane are equal. Then, the euclidian approximation curve, whose computation is a
linear problem, gives sucient good data u(0), which can be be used for the Newton method. All
the examples were computed with this starting value.
The approximation error can be reduced by parameter correction, this means to replace the param-
eters p by new parameters ~p, so that the corresponding points ~S( ~p) are closer to ~Pp than ~S(p).
To nd these new parameters, for each p= 0; : : : ; m D2 is interpreted as a function D2(p) and one
step of the Newton method gives a better approximation for a zero ~p of @D2(p)=@p.
It is possible to consider secondary conditions in the approximation process: points to be interpo-
lated and tangent directions to be hold can be given in the original space, they are transformed into
conditions for the control points di in the image space.
Having computed all the approximation curves ~Sq (q= 0; : : : ; s), the algorithm from the previous
chapter gives the control points
~dpq = ( ~xpq; ~ypq; ~zpq)
T
for the image surface ~X (p=0; : : : ; n; q=0; : : : ; s). To get the original surface X we need products
of B-spline functions.
The product of three B-spline functions ~Np1k , ~Np2k and ~Np3k of order k over a common knot vector
~T is a piecewise polynomal of degree 3(k− 1) and therefore representable as a B-spline function of
order =3k − 2 over some new knot vector T . The knots in T are the same as in ~T , but in T they
have higher multiplicities, because the knots are the values, in which a B-spline function is only
nitely often dierentiable. In a knot with multiplicity l a spline of order k has the dierentiation
order k − 1− l. The product of three splines has in general the same dierentiation order as each of
the factors, but its order is higher, so the multiplicity of the knot must be correspondingly higher. For
example, the rst and the last knot, which have in ~T the multiplicity k, obtain in T the multiplicity
3k − 2, the simple inner knots obtain the multiplicity 2k − 1. By interpolation or recursion one can
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compute the coecients of the product with respect to the basis functions Ni over the knot vector
T , so that
~Np1k  ~Np2k  ~Np3k =
X
i=0
ip1p2p3Ni;
where  + 1 is the number of basis functions over T . If all inner knots of T have the multipli-
city one, then = n(2k − 1)− 2(k − 1)(k − 2). The coecients depend on the order k and the knot
vector ~T .
The lofted surface X is the image of ~X under the mapping  −11 . ~X is an integral tensor product
B-spline surface of order (k; 2) over knot vectors ~T and ~T
0
. From formula (6) for  −11 we get, that
X is a rational tensor product surface of degree (3k − 2; 5). The triplication of the degrees by  −11
is the disadvantage of this method. The knot vectors T and T 0 of X are constructed as described
above, for the product of the spline functions one gets coecients  ip1p2p3 and 
j
q1q2q3 respectively.
With these we get the control points cij = (xij; yij; zij)T and the weights wij of X by using (6) for
the B-spline functions x(u; v); y(u; v) and z(u; v) and comparision of the coecients as follows:0
BB@
wij
wijxij
wijyij
wijzij
1
CCA=
sX
q1 ; q2 ; q3=0
nX
p1 ; p2 ; p3=0
ip1p2p3 
j
q1q2q3
0
BBB@
4 ~xp1q1 ~xp2q2 + ~yp1q1 ~yp2q2
(4 ~xp1q1 ~xp2q2 − ~yp1q1 ~yp2q2) ~xp3q3
4 ~xp1q1 ~xp2q2 ~yp3q3
(4 ~xp1q1 ~xp2q2 + ~yp1q1 ~yp2q2) ~zp3q3
1
CCCA : (7)
Fig. 4 shows an example for a lofted surface constructed with this method. The left picture shows
the surface and the given points, in the right picture, where the surface was projected along the
axis of all cylinders, it can be seen that all v-isolines are lying on concentric cylinders. In prole
direction the degree is 9, in v-direction 6, each prole curve consists of 16 segments. The maximal
approximation error for all proles is 0.78 mm (for comparison: the length of each prole is about
230 mm). With higher degrees and more segments the approximation error gets smaller.
The turbine blade can be modied by adding a new curve Sq to the skeleton. It has to be given
by a set of points, from which an image curve ~Sq is computed. This image curve is added to the
skeleton in the image space, and a new interpolation surface ~X can be computed as for blades with
prole curves in parallel planes, and a new lofted surface can be computed as the image under  −11 .
So the approximation process has only to be done for the new curve.
5. Turbine blades with prole curves on parallel or concentric cones
Finally, we assume that the turbine works in a conical ow, so the set of surfaces, which contain
the prole curves, consists of cones. The dierent cones may not intersect in the ane space, as to
any point it has to be clear on which of the cones it lies. So besides the common axis the cones
shall have either the same generating angle (parallel cones) or the same vertex (concentric cones).
As we have done for cylinders, we will nd projections, which map each cone of the particular
set to a plane Er . The prole curves Sq are again given as sets of points, those are mapped on image
points, which are approximated by curves ~Sq with respect to the metric induced by the projection.
These image curves are interpolated by an integral tensor product B-spline surface, which is mapped
to the desired lofted surface by the inverse projection.
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Fig. 4. Example for lofted surface with v-isolines on concentric cylinders.
Again we assume the common axis to be the z-axis. To avoid singularities within the lofted
surface, we do only consider half-cones, i.e., the part of a cone on one side of the vertex. The
\lower"-half of the cone around the z-axis with generating angle  = arctan c (c> 0) and vertex
(0; 0; a)T (a 2 R) is denoted as Kca ,
Kca : x
2 + y2 = c2(z − a)2; z <a:
Now we consider parallel cones, so the set of cones, which contain the prole curves, consists of
all Kca with a xed value c> 0 and a in a real interval.
From the construction of the piled stereographic projection  1 follows, that it maps Kca bijectively
to the half-plane x+ cz= ca; x> 0. (Because all these image planes are parallel, we call the cones
\parallel".) Approximation within a plane Er: x = r is quite easy, because a B-spline curve lies in
this plane, if and only if the x-components of all its control points are r, but a plane x+ az= ca is to
handle a little more complicated for the approximation. So, we choose for our projection a compo-
sition of a stretching from the z-axis, which maps each cone Kca onto K
1
a , the piled stereographic
projection  1, which maps this cone to the plane x + z = a and nally a rotation around and a
stretching from the y-axis, which maps this plane onto Ea: x= a. This composed projection depends
on the xed value of c, so we denote it as  2; c. It is a bijective mapping from the domain R3 n H
onto the half-space R3x>z of all points (x; y; z)T with x> z. Each cone Kca (a 2 R) is mapped onto
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the half-plane Ea \ R3x>z. In cartesian coordinates we have
 2; c(x; y; z)T =
 
z +
1
c
q
x2 + y2;
1
c
 2y
p
x2 + y2
x +
p
x2 + y2
; z − 1
c
q
x2 + y2
!T
and
 −12; c (x; y; z)
T =
 
c
2
 ((x − z)
2 − y2)(x − z)
(x − z)2 + y2 ; c
(x − z)2y
(x − z)2 + y2 ;
1
2
(x + z)
!T
: (8)
The approximation process for each curve ~Sq is nearly the same as it is for cylinders, the only
dierence is that we must use the metric d2; c induced by  −12; c instead of d1. The data u with the
control point components can again be computed as zero of a nonlinear function F . Formally, the
equation system is identical to the one for cylinders, only the functions fp are dierent (correctly,
one would have to distinguish between functions f1;p and f(2; c);p). For the metric d2; c these functions
are
fp(y; z) :=d22; c((r; y; z)
T; ~Pp) =
1 + c2
4
(z − p)2 + c2 (r − z)(r − p)(ry − rp + zp − yp)
2
((r − z)2 + y2)((r − p)2 + 2p)
;
where r = aq describes the plane Eaq , which contains the curve ~Sq.
The lofted surface X is computed from the interpolation image surface ~X analogously to the case
before (see (7)), its control points and weights are according to (8):
0
BB@
wij
wijxij
wijyij
wijzij
1
CCA=
sX
q1 ; q2 ; q3=0
nX
p1 ;p2 ;p3=0
ip1p2p3 
j
q1q2q3

0
BBB@
( ~xp1q1 − ~zp1q1)( ~xp2q2 − ~zp2q2) + ~yp1q1 ~yp2q2
c
2 (( ~xp1q1 − ~zp1q1)( ~xp2q2 − ~zp2q2)− ~yp1q1 ~yp2q2)( ~xp3q3 − ~zp3q3)
c( ~xp1q1 − ~zp1q1)( ~xp2q2 − ~zp2q2) ~yp3q3
1
2 (( ~xp1q1 − ~zp1q1)( ~xp2q2 − ~zp2q2) + ~yp1q1 ~yp2q2)( ~xp3q3 + ~zp3q3)
1
CCCA :
An example for such a lofted surface is shown in Fig. 5. On the left is the surface together with
the approximated points. In the right picture, which is a projection perpendicular to the axis, the
v-isolines seem to be parallel as the blade is quite at. They lie exactly on parallel cones, their axis
is in this projection horizontal. The degree is in prole direction 9, in v-direction 6, the maximal
approximation error is 0.77 mm.
Now, we let the cones be concentric. By a translation along the axis we can achieve the common
vertex to be the origin. With our notation from above we consider a set of cones Kc0 with c in some
interval of positive real numbers. Again we are only interested in the \lower"-half of each cone, so
we only consider points with z< 0.
In the projective extension of the R3 a cylinder is a special kind of cone, namely a cone, whose
vertex is a point at innity. So a set of cones with the same vertex (0; 0; 0)T can be mapped to a
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Fig. 5. Example for lofted surface with v-isolines on parallel cones.
set of cylinders with the same axis by a projectivity. Each mapping w,
w(x; y; z)T =
 
−wx
z
;
wy
z
;
w2
z
!T
;
where w is some positive number, maps the cone Kc0 to the cylinder Ccw. If we dene a projection
 3;w as the composition of w and the piled stereographic projection, then  3;w will map each cone
Kc0 (c> 0) to the plane Ecw and we can construct the lofted surface as before.
The factor w can theoretically be chosen arbitrarily, but a good choice is necessary to ensure
numerical stability. This can be seen geometrically by considering the eect of the mappings on
the z-components: The image of a point with z-component  will have the z-component w2=, so
that the plane z =−w is mapped to itself by w and also by  3;w, but the points with z<− w are
mapped to the region −w<z< 0 and vice versa. If we chose w = 1, and let the unitlength be 1
mm, then the points of a turbine blade can have z-values of −500 to −1000 or even larger. The
image points would be pushed together into the region −0:0026z6− 0:001, and any little error in
the z-component of an image point corresponds to a big error in the original points. Our argument
for using the euclidian approximation curve as starting value for the Newton iteration has been, that
the dierence between euclidian and induced metric is relatively small, but this argument is here
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Fig. 6. Example for lofted surface with v-isolines on concentric cones.
no longer valid, because w causes a big distortion of the space. Indeed, examples show that the
Newton method does not converge if we chose simply w = 1. This problem can be avoided, if we
choose w as the maximum of the absolute z-values of the given points,
w :=maxfjPpq; zj: 06p6mq; 06q6sg:
With this choice all points are mapped to the \outside" of the xed plane z =−w, where the error
of the euclidian approximation does not have such a bad inuence on the approximation process,
and the Newton method can be used as before, see the example in Fig. 6.
 3;w is bijective with domain R3z<0 nH and image R3x>0; z<0, in cartesian coordinates it is described
by
 3;w(x; y; z)T =
 
−w
p
x2 + y2
z
;
2wy
p
x2 + y2
(x +
p
x2 + y2)z
;
w2
z
!T
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and its inverse by
 −13;w(x; y; z)
T =
 
−w(4x
2 − y2)x
(4x2 + y2)z
;
4wx2y
(4x2 + y2)z
;
w2
z
!T
(9)
(for z< 0).
Now we can go on as for parallel cylinders. We dene an induced metric d3;w and approximate
formally exactly as before with using functions fp,
fp(y; z) :=d23;w((r; y; z)
T; ~Pp) =
16w2r4
(4r2 + y2)(4r2 + 2j )zj
(y − j)2 + w2(w2 + r2)(z − j)
2
z22j
with r = cqw.
With (9) the control points and weights of the lofted surface X are analogously to (7) computed
by 0
BB@
wij
wijxij
wijyij
wijzij
1
CCA=
sX
q1 ; q2 ; q3=0
nX
p1 ;p2 ;p3=0
ip1p2p3 
j
q1q2q3
0
BBB@
1
w (4 ~xp1q1 ~xp2q2 + ~yp1q1 ~yp2q2) ~zp3q3
−(4 ~xp1q1 ~xp2q2 − ~yp1q1 ~yp2q2) ~xp3q3
4 ~xp1q1 ~xp2q2 ~yp3q3
w(4 ~xp1q1 ~xp2q2 + ~yp1q1 ~yp2q2)
1
CCCA :
We give an example for such a lofted surface in Fig. 5. The left picture shows the approximated
points and the surface, the right picture is a projection of the surface perpendicular to the axis, and
the v-isolines seem to be lines, which intersect in a common point, the vertex of all cones, that lies
on the common axis, which is horizontal in this projection (again the blade is quite at, so it cannot
be seen, that the curves are lying on cones). The degree is in prole and v-directions 9 and 6, the
maximal approximation error is 0.78 mm.
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